Participating in the Women's March in New York in 2017, this author was struck by how quiet the march seemed, relative to Japanese protests. This essay considers the ways in which policing shapes the sound of protests. In Japan, heavy policing renders protests less visible, compelling Japanese protesters to use sound to make their claims known; chanting, recognized as important in building solidarity, is often led and planned. The Women's March in New York was privileged by light policing; it didn't need sound to be seen. The leaderless atmosphere of the Women's Marches led to a high rate of innovation in chanting. Drawing from ethnography and videos of thirty protests, the essay analyzes the chants of the first six months of the Resistance. Using a combination of humor, references to recent events, interaction with popular music, and intertextuality with historical protest culture, these chants and songs engage protesters and issues in memorable fashion. Aiding the construction of these new chants is their tendency to follow the familiar musical forms of sentences or periods, and their frequent use of preexisting text patterns. The essay ends with a critique of the decline in intersectionality seen in the 2018 Women's March in New York and a call for agonistic democracy.
My experience in the Women's March differs from my colleagues in this forum: I participated in the Women's March in New York, rather than in Washington, DC. My decision was partly pragmatic: for the past several years, I have been conducting ethnography on sound in Japanese social movements, centering on Tokyo, where the densely packed, tall glass buildings in Shibuya, a neighborhood favored by protesters, resembles the urban landscape of Fifth Avenue; on the other hand, Washington's urban layout, with its monumental scale and lower density, has little in common with Tokyo. While I had participated in many marches in Japan, as of January 2017, I had only attended a few antinuclear marches in the US. I wanted to make comparisons of protest sounds given similar urban settings. I was hence struck by how different the sounds of the Women's March were from those of protests in Tokyo. These sounds, in turn, impacted my affective response. I subsequently attended several other marches and rallies of the Resistance-a concatenation of actions to oppose Trump and his policies-in New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, including the March for Science, March for Truth, March for Our Lives, and the Women's March of 2018, and observed over two dozen other Resistance protests on the internet, both live and in playback.
This article explores the sounds of the Women's March in New York and the many protests that followed. I consider the march as both a single event and the opening salvo of the Resistance. As David Meyer and Sidney Tarrow note, the United States is "in the middle of a major cycle of contention."
1 First, I continue the conversation about policing started by Shayna Silverstein to compare the ways in which the police control the use of public space in Japan and the US, and the impact that these differences have on protest sounds. By police, I consider Rancière's sense of "an order of bodies that defines the allocation of ways of doing, ways of being, and ways of saying, and sees that those bodies are assigned by name to a particular place and task," i.e., all the structures and logics of society that keep everyone in their places. 2 I pay special attention to the actions of the uniformed police force in public spaces. As occupations such as Tahrir Square, Occupy Wall Street, and Euromaidan have shown, urban space is increasingly the forum in which the people who have no voice-the "part of those who have no part" 3 -can emerge as a single subject, composed of equals. 4 When the uniformed police keep order in these public spaces, they act in ways that reflect the underlying beliefs of the hegemonic police, as broadly defined by Rancière. As protesters commonly chant and sing, I focus on these sounds, for the act of raising one's voice is a visceral experience, "a metaphor for political participation." 5 Chanting and singing are participatory music, as Thomas Turino has defined, 6 which forces us to listen to each other and promotes bonding. I analyze the musical and textual characteristics that make the chants memorable and the processes by which chants are created. Finally, I consider my affective responses to the Women's Marches of 2017 and 2018, as impacted by sound, space, and dissensus. For Rancière, dissensus is "the essence of politics" itself: it "is not a confrontation between interests or opinions," but "the demonstration of a gap in the sensible itself." 7 The structure of society creates a "sensible" world and a world marginalized by this order. Dissensus occurs when the people who have no voice challenge the logic of exclusion.
Policing protests in Japan
As Rancière says, "everything in politics turns on the distribution of spaces. . . political action always acts upon the social as the litigious distribution of places and roles."
8 But re-figuring of space, particularly physical space, is difficult in Japan. First, wide-open public spaces are in short supply, especially near symbols of power; there is no Tokyo equivalent to the Washington Mall, a vast space in sight of the Capitol. As a result, many Japanese demonstrations take place through shopping districts, where they must deal with the police. Second, the police force seems disproportionately large at Japanese protests, sometimes outnumbering the protesters. Police intimidate protesters by lining up in large numbers and staring them down; they ride in elevated cars; they take notes and photos of protesters, which are filed. Police may arrest protesters for "interfering with a public servant" or other dubious charges and can legally keep them in jail for up to twenty-three days without an indictment; in contrast, protesters arrested in the US are typically released within a day. Such actions intimidate many people, particularly students or employees of well-known corporations, from joining protests. The Japanese police attempt to minimize the visibility of the protest. At most protests I have seen, they surround the protest, making it invisible to passers-by. Instead of letting protesters take up an entire avenue, as many American protests do, the Japanese police restrict the protesters to one lane of a multilane road. In a protest march, the police break up demonstrators into smaller groups, typically of a few hundred people maximum, spaced several city blocks apart. Bystanders are often unaware of the entire extent of the protest. Such police control of the people's movement (or Lepecki's choreopolicing 10 ) could make it difficult for Japanese protests to transform the "space of moving along, of circulation, into the space for the appearance of a subject," which, for Rancière, constitutes the essence of politics.
11 But Jodi Dean argues that aggressive policing-barricading, pushing-and the confinement it forces unite protesters against the police as a common enemy, and this antagonism allows the subject to appear. 12 Additionally, Donatella Della Porta notes that overpolicing can tilt public opinion: "When the police are perceived as 'overreacting,' a process of 'solidarization' is set in motion between those who are the direct target of repression and larger-often more moderate-forces."
13 Japanese protest organizers compensate for the police's actions by dividing the protesters into blocks that are predetermined by the expected sound. There is often a drum-corps block; a family block, with wind bands like Jinta-la-Muta; 14 a sound truck block, with DJs and rappers performing on top of a truck;
and a "traditional" protest block, with unionists and megaphones. These blocks encourage protesters to participate sonically, but they also partition people in ways that reflect (albeit not absolutely) their socioeconomic class, age, or family status. The block system-a consequence of choreopolicing-reduces the potential conflict in a multifaceted voice in favor of greater consensus within that block.
Structuring sound in Japanese protests
What becomes clear from the block format is the centrality of sound in Japanese demonstrations. Japanese protest marches I have seen are much louder than the American ones I have attended. This loudness makes tactical sense: if the police limit the visibility of a protest, activists can compensate by making the protest as loud as possible, occupying the streets with sound.
Sounds can be effective in calling attention to the invisible. While a person can only see what is in front of them, they can hear in other directions. Sound is exaggerated in an urban setting, in which tall, contiguous glass buildings form a sound canyon, allowing the sound to propagate farther and resonate longer than in a less densely built environment.
15 Most passers-by hear a demonstration before they see it.
The sheer volume of a demonstration can redefine the behavioral boundaries imposed by the structural designs of the city and the actions of the police. Particularly powerful in Japanese protest marches are sound trucks, which are piled with amplification equipment, and feature musicians, DJs, and activists 10 André Lepecki, "Choreopolice and Choreopolitics," The Drama Review 57, no. 4 (2013) 2015) . 17 Protests in New York City are said to be more policed than protests in other US cities. Up to the 1970s, the American police responded to protests with "escalated force," which tried to quell protests through arrests, beatings, tear gas, and weapons. From the 1970s, the police applied a softer approached called "negotiated management," which emphasized joint planning with protest organizers. By the 1990s, as urban public space became more privatized and more protests began to be held in such spaces, the police shifted to "strategic incapacitation," focused on managing risk by controlling access to space. The response to the terrorist attacks of September 11 who is accustomed to the noisiness of the city, I found this silence jarring, almost eerie, as the footsteps of the crowd formed a low-level hum in the sound canyon of Fifth Avenue, made doubly resonant by the tall, contiguous glass buildings. 21 However, the silence was not surprising, given that many participants were new to protesting: according to a survey of protesters at the Women's March in Washington, DC, by Dana Fisher's team, 35 percent were attending their first protest, while 25 percent were attending their first protest in five years. 22 But the Women's March didn't need sound: the huge mass of people and pussy hats were an unmissable spectacle.
Chanting is a key activity at most protests. Short, rhythmic, and repetitive so that anyone can join in, chants fit Thomas Turino's description of participatory music: they ideally involve as many people as possible. 23 Chants encourage participants to shout and step together with others in "social synchrony,"
which underpins feelings of social belonging. 24 William McNeill has noted the "muscular bonding" that occurs when a group "keeps together in time, moving big muscles together and chanting, singing, or shouting rhythmically." 25 Indeed, chants in non-protest contexts, such as soccer stadiums, also "incite intense feeling of social cohesion, belonging, and bonding." 26 This synchronized activity heightens the feeling that the chanters are united as one. Japanese protest organizers understand this importance of chanting for strengthening social bonds and solidarity among protesters, and they have sought to encourage chanting through the accompaniment of drum corps or the prompting of rappers and DJs on a sound truck. 27 In addition to allowing Japanese protesters to voice their frustrations, they are also compensating for the fact that passers-by may not see the protests but hear the chanting, making them aware of the issues being raised. In contrast, I saw no designated call leaders and no megaphones at the Women's March in New York. Instead of the large, generally unified chorus of chanters at Japanese protests, individual protesters spontaneously chanted here and there. Sometimes the chants would inspire a group of people nearby; at other times, they quickly died. They rarely seemed to engage the entire mass of protesters. Unlike the Tokyo protests, where one chant quickly segues into another in a continuous flow of chants, the protesters at the Women's March would stop after a few iterations and cheer.
31 Nonetheless, the atmosphere was convivial, and the proximity among the protesters and synchronized slow walking fostered muscular bonding among us. In one glorious moment, the sound canyon of Fifth Avenue did fill: as we protesters were stopped one block away from Trump Tower, everyone chanted, "Hey, hey, ho, ho, Donald Trump has got to go," the voices behind me muffled, rumbling, roaring in the resonance of the buildings. While the lack of organized leadership led to long silences, the leaderless atmosphere fostered individual initiative in starting a chant and innovation in producing new chants. 
Chants of the Resistance
Intrigued by this phenomenon, I began to transcribe protest chants of the Resistance, which I put into a blog at https://medium.com/@norikomanabe. This formed a database of chants that I had recorded while participating in protests in New York and Philadelphia or heard on videos posted online, encompassing about thirty demonstrations. During the airport protests in late January, I followed several protests live online. Colleagues and friends also sent me chants they'd heard. I transcribed them in Western staff notation to preserve the rhythms and inflections, as well as to make them understandable to a wide audience. I transcribed and counted each chant only the first time I heard it, and made a note when I heard it repeated at another protest. The analysis pertains to those collected from January to June of 2017. I make no claims of having a definitive database or a scientific sampling.
Framing current events
Framing-the shaping of meaning and interpretation of conditions and events-is a key aspect of social movements; the more an individual's interests intersect with movement goals, the more likely she will participate in the movement. resistance, reappropriation of the word "pussy," criticisms of Trump, and critiquing feminism. 34 At the New York march, signs addressing these various issues were in abundance. Among chants, however, the most frequently mentioned topic was Trump, and they were noteworthy for their humor in indexing recent events. For example, the chant, "We want a leader, Not a creepy tweeter," humorously pointed out the incongruity of having an incautious Twitter troll as a national leader. Such humor in chants attracted the protesters' attention and helped them to be recalled in later protests. Several chants, like "Keep your little hands off my underpants," referred to Trump through the emasculatory metonym of hand size, a nod to his exchange with Marco Rubio during a debate (Figure 1 ). candidate who had lost the popular vote by three million could still become president, but also his refusal to recognize this fact. Six months later at the March for Truth in New York, a man cleverly quoted both the Constitution ("We the people") and Trump's tagline from The Apprentice ("You're fired!," Figure 2 ). This focus on Trump is not surprising, given that protesters, particularly first-time and infrequent protesters, named opposition to Trump as a major motivation for attending the DC march. Chants in sentence form
In addition to these novel chants, many new chants are constructed out of pre-existing patterns that have been previously used in other movements. These patterns are easy to remember, easy to adapt to the issue at hand, and easy to repeat. The most common patterns are:
Basic idea
Basic idea, with variation Continuation Hey, hey, Ho, ho, X has got to go No X, No Y, Z Say it loud, Say it clear, X These recurring chant patterns are popular; in my database of about sixty chants, I have eight "no X, no Y" chants, six "hey, hey" chants, and three "say it loud" chants. Examples of chants in these patterns are given in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , these chants are in the musical form of the sentence, wherein a short basic idea is repeated once (with variation), followed by a longer continuation, typically twice as long as the basic idea. This structure is very popular among chants: about 60 percent of the Resistance chants I transcribed are sentences. One reason for their popularity may be that chants seem to favor eight-beat patterns. Out of my database of sixty chants, forty-eight, or 80 percent, are comprised of eight beats. (The rest are mostly in four beats.) Eight-beat cycles fit well in a marching context, given their duple symmetry.
38 Sentence structures fit naturally into eight-beat patterns: in a protest chant, the basic idea is typically two beats (at around 108 bpm, a half note in Figure 3 ), the repeat of the idea is two beats, and the continuation is four beats. Furthermore, the repetition of the basic idea creates an expectation of a further repetition, building momentum to the continuation. 39 This momentum is also supported by the anticipated end-rhyme between the second basic idea and the continuation. This combination of building rhythmic excitement and the familiarity of the eight-beat cycle lends stickiness to sentence-form chants. The anticipation for sentence structures is so strong that shorter chants can spontaneously morph into sentences. On the weekend of January 28, 2017, protests erupted at airports throughout the country over Trump's first travel ban, which temporarily banned entry of nationals from seven predominantly Muslim countries. Watching the protest at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York, live over Facebook, 40 I saw the call-and-response pattern, "No ban, no wall," evolve naturally into a sentence (ca.
51:00-52:30). As momentum built up from repetition, someone cried out, "Sanctuary for all!" The crowd gradually picked this phrase up as a continuation, forming a sentence structure: the basic idea, "No ban," is repeated, "No wall," followed by the continuation, "Sanctuary for all." (Figure 3 , last system). In musical sentences, the words of the basic idea do not have to match; it is rhythmic similarity that is important. Figure 4 gives examples of such sentence-style chants. In the first chant, the basic idea is the upbeat-downbeat rhythm, which is set to two different sets of words: "It's time" and "to fight." This rhythmic basic idea is then followed by the continuation, "Nasty girls, unite." The rhythmic repetition has the same anticipatory impact as the word repetition in the previous examples. 
Chants in period form
The second most-common pattern of chants-28 percent of chants in my database-is the period, which has an antecedent followed by a consequent in a call-and-response-like structure. In applying the concept to chants, I am considering two textual phrases of equal duration, with each phrase comprised of two-or four-beat patterns. Usually the two phrases have textual or rhythmic similarity. A common twobeat (x 2) pattern is "No X, no Y" (without the continuation as in the sentence), such as, "No justice, no peace." (Figure 5 ). Another pattern places similar texts at the end of the phrases, as repetitions (e.g., "'Whose streets?'/ 'Our streets!'") or end-rhymes ("We want a leader, Not a creepy tweeter"). In some cases, the texts of the phrases differ, but their rhythms are similar (e.g., "'Hands up'/ 'Don't shoot'" from Black Lives Matter protests). In other, contrasting periods, the rhythms of the antecedent and consequent also differ ("'Stop the wall,' 'We'll tear it down'"). Given the two-part structure, period chants lend themselves to calls and responses that engage protesters. Some common patterns are listed below, with the responses in brackets. Perhaps the most famous period chant is, "Tell me what democracy looks like." The popularity of this chant, explained in further detail below, is attributable not only to its message, but also to its construction. Structured as a call and response, the chant is delivered with a catchy syncopated rhythm that is echoed in the consequent, which repeats all the words but the first two, to redirect attention to the protesters: "THIS is what democracy looks like." The adoption of pre-existing chant patterns is an example of intertextuality, a common tactic in social movements. Songs, chants, and symbols flow among movements. According to Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, such sounds are "channels of communication" that enter "the collective memory" and "conjure up long-lost movements from extinction, as well as reawakening forgotten structures of feeling." 41 Many songs that have been sung in protests since Ferguson in 2014 and Trump's election in 2016 were also sung during the American civil rights movement. Songs I have heard in such gatherings include "We Shall Overcome" and "This Little Light of Mine." These songs are sung partly because many people know them, making it easier to start a singalong. They are adaptable to current issues: at a pro-immigrant singalong at Washington Square Park in February 2017, "This Little Light of Mine" acquired the line, "Refugees are welcome here"; in the Moral March in Raleigh in 2017, Rev. William Barber led protesters in singing, "Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around," substituting "no president" for "nobody."
42
These songs also remind protesters of past movements. Despite differences in circumstances, aspects of the civil rights struggle in the 1960s-racism, barriers to free movement, socioeconomic marginalization, violence, threatened loss of civil liberties-resonate with the plight of minorities and immigrants during Trump's term. Singing these songs pays homage to these past movements and remembers the struggles that those people experienced.
Chants, too, circulate from movement to movement. One chant at the Women's March New York in 2017 and other Resistance protests is, "The people united will never be defeated" (Figure 4) Its appeal lies in the ideals it embodies-horizontalism, equality, unity among diverse participants, and the voice of the people. When Japanese student leader Okuda was studying YouTube videos of Occupy Wall Street and heard this chant, he felt that it epitomized the essence of democracy. Leading protests against the Secrecy Law and the Security Law, 45 his activist group SEALDs adopted the chant in the original English. It caught on in Japan and became a byword of the movement. SEALDs also made a Japanese paraphrase of the chant-"Minshu shugitte nanda," or "What is democracy?" (Figure 6 ). At the airport protests against the travel ban, the chant morphed into "This is what America looks like"-a comment on America's identity as a nation of immigrants, and a challenge to the ideology underlining Trump's slogan, "Make America Great Again." The pattern has become a template, into which protesters can insert various ideals-community, resistance, resilience, justice (Figure 7 ). Interaction with recorded music
As seen from the example of "El pueblo unido," chants and songs often interact. The hook to Kendrick Lamar's "Alright" (2015)-"We're gon' be alright!"-has been chanted at several Black Lives Matter protests. Songs do not need to be inherently political to be the source of chants. On January 29, 2017, during the airport protests, this chant was heard at the Dallas Ft. Worth airport (Figure 8 ). Protest chants have become incorporated in music. Another chant from the airport protests was, "Love, not hate, that's what makes America great," which inverted the exclusionist implications of Trump's slogan, "Make America Great Again." It also borrowed the rhythm from "Tell me what democracy looks like," thus embodying its idealism. The chant quickly spread to the other protests around the country (Figure 9 ). 
Ending notes
The performance of democracy, in the form of participatory chanting and singing in protests, differs according to cultural or political circumstances. The Japanese police attempt to minimize the visibility of protests, leading Japanese protesters to develop distinct sonic strategies to assert their presence: fragmenting marches by type of sound, performing from sound trucks, and having organizers rehearse and lead chants to encourage participation. The less-policed Women's March did not need to depend on sound for visibility, leading to a more leaderless format that fostered innovation in chanting. Both sets of protests were less embodiments of an idealized democracy so much as a manifestation of the democracy that society, via the police, allows. At protests, chants and songs are a kind of folk praxis as described by Eyerman and Jamison; like folk music, they borrow familiar patterns and tunes that make it easy for people to participate and create anew through incremental changes. This plasticity affords the dynamism that often characterizes protest culture. But in the US, there are flip sides to leaderlessness in a diverse country.
Sounds and inclusivity
On January 20, 2018, I attended the second Women's March in New York, which had a different atmosphere. In 2017, the organizers distributed tickets with timed entries to control the crowd, leading to a smooth flow of people through East 42nd Street and Fifth Avenue. In 2018, there were no timed entries.
Instead, a main stage was set up at West 60th Street and Central Park West for a pre-march rally that exceeded an hour; meanwhile, the police severely restricted movement, forcing the crowd into jammed, motionless positions up Broadway and Central Park West past West 80th Street. The side streets became so packed that it took me over an hour to go one block on West 64th Street to join the march. Few could hear what was happening on stage at the rally. Many people became frustrated and left.
As the crowd had dispersed, the march itself felt a little sparse, which had an affective impact. Edward T. Hall posits that a person's physical proximity reflects their feelings of emotional closeness, with intimate space being eighteen inches and personal space encompassing up to four feet, where one can feel another person's presence and see her emotions. 48 In the 2017 march, the dense crowd was within an intimate-to-personal space, inspiring camaraderie. In the 2018 march, the sparser crowd drifted into small clumps of friends, more than ten feet away from others on Sixth Avenue. The call-and-responses were being chanted among these self-contained groups, making it socially awkward to join them, and the chants were not catching on. The sound was quickly dispersing: the office buildings on Sixth Avenue are set considerably back from the sidewalk and do not form the resonant chamber of the glass storefronts on the sidewalks of Fifth Avenue. Except for bursts of interaction in front of the Trump International Hotel ("Shame!") 49 and Fox News' offices ("Fake news!"), the calls did not involve us protesters, and the sound did not envelop us. I did not feel the unity I had felt in the 2017 march. My sonic alienation seemed a metaphor for my discomfort with aspects of the 2018 Women's March. The 2017 march seemed a glorious multitude: it felt diverse and inclusive, with many people of color, Mexican flags, and placards about immigrant rights and Black Lives Matter in addition to feminist messages. I had chosen to attend the New York march partly because I had expected it to be more diverse than the Washington march, and as a woman of color and immigrant, I thought I would feel more aligned with protesters in New York. 50 At a nationwide level, the dissensus was really about an electoral system that allowed the election of a candidate who had received three million fewer votes than his competitor-a woman with more experience in government-and whose rhetoric opposed ideals of human equality.
Many at the 2017 march expressed concerns about equality; 51 universal ideals were at play. For me, the apex of this dissensus was the airport protests of early 2017, when people of diverse demographics gathered spontaneously, in solidarity over an urgent, actionable cause, and naturally began chanting in unison, generating highly original chants. Even watching via a Facebook video feed, I could feel the protesters' passion. The 2018 Women's March in New York felt less inclusive, as the concerns of people of color were not well represented. Legislation regarding DACA was a hot topic, 52 but I saw only one placard and heard one chant about it. The previous week, Trump had reportedly said, "Why do we want all these people 48 Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966 from 'shithole countries' coming here?" in regards to immigrants from Haiti and Africa, 53 yet I spotted just two placards referencing these remarks, both held by self-identifying black immigrants. The overwhelming majority of placards I saw were insults to Trump. While they were comic relief in 2017, I thought that by 2018, the movement needed to shift the framing away from venting on Trump toward proposing corrective measures, such as tactics for the 2018 midterm elections or specific legislation. The continued focus on Trump inadvertently seemed to corroborate his cult of personality. Another large group of placards were assertions of femininity according to a heteronormative, bodily interpretation. 54 I saw no placards about bills, then working through Congress and state legislatures, which would hurt Planned Parenthood. Black women suffer high maternal death rates, yet I heard no one chant, "Black Lives Matter." These observations seemed to resonate with many black women's perceptions that the Women's March was primarily a vehicle to protest Trump's election, especially his pussy comment, rather than a sustained effort to promote social justice, and that white women could not be counted on to support black women's concerns. 55 Participation in the 2018 Women's March New York halved from the previous year to about 200,000. 56 Many seemed to believe that women's marches were for cis white women, and minorities seemed to have taken themselves out. 57 In 2019, two separate Women's Marches were being planned in New York, one by the original organizers of the Washington march 58 and another by those who organized the first New York march. 59 I thus return to Maria Sonevytsky's themes of discomfort and agonistic democracy. As Chantal Mouffe has described, an "'agonistic' democracy requires accepting that conflict and division are inherent to politics and that there is no place where reconciliation could be definitively achieved as the full actualization of the unity of 'the people.'" 60 Only by accepting discomfort and confronting these conflicts can the Women's March, and the Resistance, be more than a democratic performance.
